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Preserving the Past, 
Darlington Raceway

Preparing for the Future: 
Stock Car Museum

BY DAN MCCUE
PHOTOS BY BENTON HENRY

Chris Browning
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Vicky Sanders stood behind the counter of the gift shop at the 
Darlington Raceway Stock Car Museum, not far from the new display 
of Danica Patrick merchandise, and offered a rundown of what she 
described as a typical busy morning.

“We had some people in from the Netherlands, some people in 

said.
“People are surprised when I tell them how busy we are on non-

casual race fans. An analysis compiled for the track two years ago 

merchandise.

the back.

to her right.
“But nothing, absolutely nothing, outsells our Darlington track 

Sanders uttered the last sentence, but said he long ago stopped being 
surprised by that fact.

walked toward the metal gate that separates the gift shop from the 
museum proper. “It might sound like my bias is showing, but I 

History at its Fastest

For those who don’t know the history, Darlington Raceway was 
born of the imagination of Harold Brasington, a local businessman 

Legend has it that most thought Brasington was crazy when he 

crew in the laying of the track, often operating a bulldozer and grading 
equipment himself.

landowner Sherman Ramsey’s wishes that his nearby minnow pond 
not be disturbed.

As a result, the west end of the track (turns three and four) was 

Mantz, whose winning car is among the prized collection 

miles per hour.
But it wasn’t speed that won the day. Mantz, who started dead 

before and ran out of tires long before the six-hour race was through 

up to the strain of the race, and put truck tires on his car instead.

Yarborough and Mark Martin.

Carolina’s Rockingham Speedway in the aftermath of the Ferko 

while trying to chart one’s course for the future.

years ago after it had been retired for a brief period. It’s also why 

legendary racing personalities, watch exhibition laps by historic race 
cars, and collect memorabilia.

Nationwide Series (essentially stock car racing’s triple A league), and 

Darlington played host to two Sprint Cup races a year, including the 

In NASCAR’s settlement-mandated realignment, the Labor 
Day slot was assigned to a California track, and Darlington got the 
Saturday night before Mother’s Day. It also got one less Sprint Cup 

in decline.

Seeing Stock Cars as Special

“I always say to people, you can go to other stock car museums, 

“And then you stand in a room like this, and you can literally 

Museum, with the name being one of the changes 

Weatherly, a colorful character known as much 

Weatherly, a stock car man through and 
through, was no fan of Indy car racing, but was 
impressed with the Indianapolis Motor Speedway 
Museum. He brought the idea for a similar museum 

raceway’s president, who immediately embraced it. 

round, six days a week, Browning said attendance 

Johnny Mantz’s 1950 Oldsmobile
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The Fabulous Hudson Hornet on display at the Darlington Raceway Museum

Inside the Darlington Raceway Museum

A few steps from Mantz’s car is the most-winning car in stock 

Across the hall, in the middle of a row it shares with the car 

in an endless loop on a nearby monitor, with the track announcers 
describing it as one of the most fearsome crashes in stock car history. 

tribute to stock car safety. 

the personalities including Petty, Waltrip, Johnson, Earnhardt, Neil 
Bonnett and a host of others.

are all intended to meet or surpass the expectations of race fans and 
customers.

steel for the same purpose.

reducing his need for pit stops.

Browning said with a chuckle of appreciation for the ingenuity on 
display.

Browning said it was an age-old fault of human nature.

“A member of the crew would say something to a member of another 

Answering the Questions of New 
Generations

said.

said.

getting your license and getting behind the wheel is something you 

other thing is our stars are all competing against each other week 
after week. It’s not like in other sports where your team might play a 
championship team one week and an also-ran the next. So I think that 

Raceway from the impact of the Great Recession.

calls from corporate groups we hadn’t heard from in the past who 
are interested in group ticket purchases, hospitality sales, chalets and 

remained optimistic.

Up to that point, perhaps the biggest news in the sport was 

As Browning spoke, Patrick was slated to compete in one more 
NASCAR race, at Las Vegas Motor Speedway, before returning to 
full-time IndyCar racing for the spring. (She would ultimately collide 

Hampshire at the end of June.

so she comes to NASCAR with a ready-built fan base. 

Fantastic Future for Race Fans

are in line with his goal to meet fan expectations while also trying to 

“I mean, that’s a key to making this a success as a business and as 

a way that we still look and feel like Darlington.
“It’s a balance you’re always looking to strike,  and it’s always a 

challenge, because you’re trying to maintain what makes you special 

“We welcome a lot of school groups to the museum, and I 

there’s Doc!’ And you could see how excited they were, and then 

their heads. 

Not far from where Browning was speaking, Vicky Sanders 
was speaking with another pair of customers, who were looking at a 
display that included, among other things, a cookbook entitled “Pit 

p


